DATA SHEET

Building Your Future Reporting
and Analytics Platform
Available 100% remotely using best business practices for remote engagement?
Many organizations still struggle with the ability to get a complete view of their data and information in a simple and user-friendly
manner. The struggle to achieve the desired goals of high levels of user adoption and user empowerment, appear to be a bridge too
far for many organizations. The Apps Associates Analytics team is dedicated and focused on helping our customers achieve those
goals by introducing the latest Business Intelligence and Data Management know-how and technologies available in the market today.

The guidance you need – without the sales pitch
Through an unbiased analysis of your current Reporting, Data and Analytics business needs, Apps
Associates’ Analytics Future State Analysis Workshop is designed to provide you with a roadmap
tailored to your business’ specific needs and requirements. This workshop allows you to engage with
Data Warehousing and Analytics experts to explore your options, including the latest in cloud and
reporting tools technologies, without having to face a potential sales pitch or risk of just benefiting
the vendor at the expense of your business.
The workshop will offer:
•
•
•

Workshop Deliverables
 Gap Analysis
 Latest technology

recommendation and
education

• On-Prem/Cloud
• ETL

A gap analysis of your current Data Integration and Reporting environments vs. the true
needs of your business users.
Recommendations tailored to your business needs that are based on best practices and the
latest in Analytics and Data Warehousing techniques; and cloud technologies.
Education on best approach to a scalable solution that achieves user empowerment and
self-service reporting.

Our team will work with your users and IT department across your organization – to get a 360-degree
view of your existing Analytics and Reporting environment and challenges. With ultra-personalized
recommendations around the selection, upgrade, integration, implementation or transition process,
your team will leave the workshop fully equipped with the tools you need to move forward on your
journey to a more effective Business Intelligence solution.

• DB
• Reporting tools

 Implementation
• Phases
• Approach
• Timeline
• Cost

 Resource

requirements

 Roadmap

Skip the demos and get down to your business
Our experts will meet with your team (in person or virtually) for a total of 8 hours, over a few days in order to determine your next best
steps when it comes to the future of your Analytics environment.
Regardless of whether you choose to enhance your current environment or migrate to the latest on-prem or cloud solutions or do
nothing, this workshop requires no prerequisite credentials to participate and is offered on a rolling basis, so we’re there when you need
us. Here’s how it works:

Current State

Pain Points

Options

Approach

 ETL/DB/Reporting tools
 Data Sources
 Integration
 Business needs

 Current Functionality
 User adoption and Experience
 Performance and Scalability
 Timeliness of data
 Data source integration
 Complexity of reports

 Review of ETL tools
 Review of Cloud/On-prem
 Reporting tool functionality

 Front to back
 Phased
 Options Review
 Change management
 Training
 Rollout
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What you can expect

Our Strategic Partners

Following the workshop, Apps Associates’ experts will provide you with a roadmap for your
BI and Data Management approach, based on addressing your Organization’s most critical
needs first. For some customers, the decision may be to migrate the entire footprint to a
better performing and more cost effective solution, and Apps will recommend the best ways
to achieve the most seamless migration. In other cases, the customer may decide to continue
to leverage their current solution for a period of time, then the focus shifts to more efficiently
running the hardware, application and tools by reducing costs and meeting the users’ needs.
If a Big Bang transformation is not in your company’s best interest, a phased approach to
implementation will allow you to mitigate risk, while working with a focused rollout team to
improve and solidify the process. We’ll also take the time to discuss potential intermediate
remedies, and the best support options available.
Analytics and Reporting isn’t one size fits all – it’s a highly sensitive, personalized choice
for your company. Our Front to Back approach and early release of functionality ensure the
highest levels of user adoption and the best leverage of our customer’s current investments.
We offer hybrid cloud migration and managed services support, and have a strong
partnership’s with some of the leading Analytics and Reporting technologies and software
providers. We’ve completed 70+ successful cloud implementations and migrations with zero
downtime, so our team has your back – no matter your platform.
To learn more about how Apps Associates can help guide your team to the best
Business Intelligence solution that’s right for your business’ future, visit us online here,
or call +1.855.466.5066.

About Apps Associates
Apps Associates delivers a breadth of services, unwavering dependability and unparalleled agility that drives ROI.
Apps Associates is a trusted partner for the management of critical business needs, providing strategic consulting and
managed services for Oracle, Salesforce, integration, analytics and multi-cloud infrastructure.
We differentiate through our relentless attention to delivery excellence and customer care. Apps Associates is an
Oracle Partner, a Premier Consulting Partner with Amazon Web Services with competencies in Oracle and Managed
Services, a Salesforce Silver Consulting Partner and Snowflake Select Partner. No one has managed more Oracle to
Cloud migrations than Apps Associates, giving us deep rooted expertise that is second to none.
Operating in the United States, Europe and India, we’ve maintained long term partnerships with our customers as
a result of the high quality solutions that our experts design, deploy and manage. These solutions are developed
using our proprietary global delivery model under the ITIL. Our consultants work closely with our customers to create
solutions from concept to deployment leveraging Oracle technology to improve their business performance through
streamlined processes, improved insight, and an integrated IT environment.
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